No. 2852 (BL) Nylon Ball-Bearing Master Carrier
1 - 1 lb. 8 oz.
Block constructed of plated steel supported from 4 sealed and greased nylon-tired ball-bearing wheels. Used with Model 282 & 283-N. Approximately: 9-1/4" high from bottom of track to bottom of trim chain.

No. 2839 Overlapping Master Carrier
1 - 2 lbs. 13 oz.
Used with single section tracks to create a fixed 12" center overlap. Approximately: 15-1/2" long x 2" wide x 9-1/4" high from bottom of track to bottom of trim chain.

No. 2840 Masking/Panel Master Carrier
1 - 2 lbs. 9 oz.
For moving panels or side masking curtains. Steel plate is attached to masking or panel frame. Constructed of painted steel and equipped with 4 nylon-tired ball-bearing wheels and 2 cord/cable connectors (Model C098) to clamp. Carrier width: Approximately 4".

No. 2861 Door Carrier
1 - 28 oz.
Constructed of 4 nylon-tired ball-bearing wheels mounted to plated steel body. Adjustable design permits leveling of door height without removing door from carrier. Rated for 100 pound load on properly supported track. Approximately 4" long x 1-3/4" wide x 6-3/8" high (to base of plate).

No. 2861A Basic Scenery Carrier
1 - 16 oz.
Rated for 150 pound load on properly supported track. Approximately 4-1/2" long x 3-1/4" high, 3/8" thread.

No. 2833 (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)
1 - 1 oz.
Provides sliding door effect. Prevents curtain from accumulating until track ends are reached. Thickness 1/8"

No. 2834 (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)
1 - 1 oz.
For machine operated tracks. Prevents curtain from accumulating until track ends are reached. Thickness 1/8"

No. 2833-A (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)
Used with Model 283-N and Model 283-R manually operated tracks. Sized for No. 2830 Cord. Thickness 1/8".

No. 2848 Space Saver
1 - 1 oz.
For reducing curtain stacking area. Used in place of carrier. Recommended spacing: no more than 1 between two carriers at end pulley area only. 3/16" thickness. Not used with Model 283-N and Model 283-R manually operated tracks. Total quantity should not exceed 10% of curtain width. (Example: 40’ curtain would use 2 per side).

No. 2833-R (BL) Back Pack Guide® (Optional)
Used with Model 283-N and Model 283-R manually operated tracks. Sized for No. 2830 Cord. Thickness 1/8".